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UNDER ATTACK

ALTHOUGH BRENNAN HAD HAD DIS-

agreements with Douglas over the years, nothing so tested his mettle
as what became known as the "Tigar affair," a vicious intercourt battle
over the hiring of a controversial law clerk.
Brennan had long since decided to get his clerks from someone
other than Harvard’s Paul Freund. The final break in his relationship
with his alma mater had come when Harvard Law School refused
admit William J. Brennan Ill to its class. Not even the intercession
Harvard Law’s dean, Erwin Griswold, could convince the rabid
Brennan admissions committee to admit the younger Brennan
had gone into the marines after college. Following the su
critical Law Review articles and a refusal to hang a portrait c
in the law school, it had been the final indignity perpetrated ........
nan by Harvard. His son went to Yale instead, and Brennar
get his clerks elsewhere.
His decision was made easier by the knowledge that many of
mer clerks had gone into teaching and could recommenc
dents. Among those former clerks turned teacher was Robert
at the University of California Law School, known as Boalt
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.’ill selected Michael Tigar, a second-year student who had been at
top of his Boalt class as well as being editor of the California Law
w. There was a potential problem with Tigar, O’Neill told BrenIn his undergraduate days Michael had been involved in numerleft-wing student activities and he had openly demonstrated
figainst the House Un-American Activities Committee. None of this,
B~ennan initially professed, conderned him in the least,
{{ {{{ : After the announcement of his hiring was made, Tigar and Brennan
i:{ ~ere attacked by a variety of right-wing hate groups, a barrage of mail
ii~ firrived at the Supreme Court, alarming even Chief Justice Warren,
:’i ~ho was accustomed to political attack. The American Legion issued
:a statement citing Tigar’s appointment with the comment: "Do not be
s~rprised if another stream of decisions emerge from the Supreme
Court loosening more shackles from the reds."
One letter came from Chief Justice Thomas Kavanaugh of the
Michigan Supreme Court. He enclosed a clip of an editorial from a paper in Pontiac, Michigan. It read: "Our ’supreme’ Court still ’carries
on.’ For a time, Americans fervently hoped each decision that was
greet{d with cheers by the crooks, lawbreakers and the Communists
might be the last. Perish the thought."
The column went on to identify Tigar as an "ardent exponent of
Communist activities" and concluded: "He leaves with a diploma to
take up work for our ’supreme’ court. Draw your own conclusions." Ka,
vanaugh wanted Warren to know that he had written a letter to the
editor in response to the editorial. "I wanted to correct the impression
which some readers apparently have that he [the editorial writer] was
referring to the Michigan Supreme Court."
In California The San Diego Union editorialized that the Tigar’s appointment "raises questions of national security." The paper said
Tigar’s Communist activity "leaves little doubt of the kind of influence
he will try to exert on the highest court in the land."
Warren clipped and saved all the letters, no matter how kooky, and
sent copies to Brennan. After a discussion with Warren, Brennan
called O’Neill and another former clerk turned professor, Robert Cole,
and voiced his anxiety over the opposition. The professors asked Tigar
to meet with Brennan in Washington. Brennan asked Tigar to provide
him with a summary of his political activities. Tigar returned to Berkeley and complied, writing a detailed memo of all he had done during
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his active undergraduate career. Tigar called Brennan to discuss the
contents of the memo. But before Tigar would show it to Brennan, he
wanted a promise that it would remain confidential between the two
of them. He asked that Brennan not even share it with the chief.
Brennan replied that it could not be,done that way. The entire
Court was being tarred by the violent reaction to Tigar’s appointment,
and Brennari felt it important that they be reassured. Most of all, he
could not keep secrets from the chief justice.
Tigar was adamant. No confidentiality, no statement. His unyielding
position gave Justice Brennan suspicion that Tigar was holding something back. Tigar went on a vacation while Brennan was left to ponder
what to do.
On July 10, Tigar was summoned from a camping trip back to Washington. Brennan said that he had to be able to show the statement to
other people. Tigar repeated that he would not testify formally or informally about his political beliefs or activities. Nor would he let Brennan do it by proxy.
At first Tigar had a few days to think it over. But before he could,
Brennan called to tell him that the job offer had been revoked. He
later admitted he had yielded to pressure from Justice Fortas, who had
been visited by FBI director J. Edgar Hoover’s top assistant, Clyde Tolson. When Fortas raised the possibility of a congressional inquiry,
Brennan decide to cave. According to an account by author Laura
Kalman in a biography of Fortas, Brennan told her: "The right wing
deliberately set up a program--a system of pressure that
Abe Fortas, who was on the Court then; J. Edgar Hoover; and
particularly Hoover’s right-hand man, Clyde Tolson.
"Tolson came over to see Fortas and Fortas came in to see me
me that if I went through with this there might be an inquiry
could prove embarrassing to Tigar and to me and the Court
told Kalman.
Fortas’s pressure was supported by Warren, who casually
Brennan how close the Senate had come to passing the J
which would have stripped the Court of jurisdiction over
ing the powers of congressional investigations, loyalty rules
ers and federal employees, and state regulations for admissi
bar. It had failed, but only by eight votes. To the always .
ing Justice Douglas, who at that very moment was incurring
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by marrying a nineteen-year-old woman, it was a shocking lapse
character on Brennan’s part. At that very moment, congressmen
giving speeches demanding that Douglas resign, but he wasn’t
down an inch. Douglas stormed angrily into Brennads office
"You’ve got to stand up to those people." The usually talkBrennan had no reply.
Liberal columnist Andrew Kopkind, writing in The New Republic,
Brennan of hypocrisy, much as Murray Kempton had charged
the McCarthy questioning at Brennan’s confirmation. Wrote
fired a law clerk because of his politics. That is the
way to put it." Brennan salved his conscience by asking a per.........~~na~ favor of his friend Washington, D.C., attorney Edward Bennett
{Williams. Would Williams be willing to give Tigar a job at his law firm?
:Williams, who had several clients with cases at the Supreme Court,
was more than happy to oblige. Tigar was hired and became one of
Williams’s best young litigators. Ultimately Tigar left private practice
and became a law professor at the University of Texas, where he is re-,
garded as one of the outstanding law teachers in the land.
Ithough the Court’s liberal majority increased to six (Douglas, Black,
Brennan, Warren, Fortas, and Marshall) with the replacement of Tom
Clark by Solicitor General Thurgood Marshall in October 1967, the
lights were dimming on a remarkable period in judicial history. That
same fall, after fourteen years as the focus of criticism, Chief Justice
Warren announced his intention to retire on June 13, 1968, He told
Brennan that his loyal deputy chief would be his first choice as a successor. But there was no point in making a pitch to President Johnson.
There was no way LBJ was going to pass up the opportunity to make
his old friend and adviser Abe Fortas the chief iustice.
Warren’s departure had been carefully timed to make sure that
Johnson, and not Warren’s longtime California adversary Richard
Nixon, appointed his successor. But Johnson’s grand plan fell apart
amid revelations that Fortas had indirectly accepted $15,000 from his
law firm while sitting on the bench. Fortas’s partner, Paul Porter, had
set upa special lecture at Americar~,University, then had given American the money with which to pay Fortas.
The arrangement, once publicly revealed, served as a lightning rod
for conservative critics. On October 4, 1968, Johnson withdrew the
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Fortas appointment, although Fortas remained on the Court as an associate justice. Johnson then considered a number of possibilities, including sitting justices Brennan and Stewart. He seriously mulled over
the possibility of returning Goldberg to the Court. Senator Phil Hart
¯ of Michigan was considered. But Johnsori*had no political strength left
to make any° appointment that could win approval. A consensus had
developed on Capitol Hill that the new chief would have to be selected
by Johnson’s successor, either Nixon or his Democratic opponent, Hubert Humphrey.
Six days later, on October’!0, the tired Johnson asked Warren to
stay on as chief justice. The only hope now was that Humphrey could
somehow pull out the election and keep Warren from being replaced
by a nominee of his archenemy, Richard Nixon. But it was not to be.
On inauguration day, January 20, 1969, Warren had the ironic duty of
swearing in Nixon as president of the United States.
It was President Nixon who would eventually replace Warren with
the chief justice of his choosing, Warren E. Burger. But that was only
the beginning of the plans Nixon and his aides had for the Supreme
Court. They were determined to reverse the direction of the Court,
even if it meant destroying the careers and reputations of Warren’s
three most influential brethren, Fortas, Douglas, and Brennan.
If nothing else, Brennan’s friendship with Judge David Bazelon, the
judge whom he had met and befriended on his first day on the Court
back in October 1956, made him extremely suspect to the new chief
justice. Bazelon and Burger served on the same U.S. Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia for more than a decade. They were more ......
than just professional rivals. They were bitter personal enemie
To conservative thinkers, Bazelon was one of the most dan
men in America. Almost invariably ruling in favor of the disl: ....
the mentally ill, and the accused, Bazelon had authored a
pendium of far.reaching decisions on such topics as the
fense, environmental problems, the right of eighteen-year-olds
and tax benefits to organizations that discriminate. Unlike
Bazelon felt the Constitution was a document without limits.
vorite maxim was a statement made in 1932 by Justice Brandeis:
would guide by the light of reason, we must let our minds be bc
Bazelon was never nominated to the U.S. Supreme Court,
opinions often became the law of the land. Cynics claimed that it
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:rsonal friendships with the justices that led to so many of his
rulings being upheld by the Court. In a 1981 article in The
it was noted that "during the Warren Court era, it
idea for lawyers who wanted a Bazelon opinion upheld to
on Bazelon’s name in the brief as many times as
¯. One mention of this name was worth 100 pages of legal
:h:It would remind the liberal majority that Bazelon did it--and
:Ion did it, it must be all right." By the mid-1960s, Brennan was
:ing many of the clerks Bazelon had trained over to the Marble
e to serve him. They turned the clerk’s office into an open bas~f Bazelon-type liberal thinking. Antiwar posters dotted the walls
ide Brennan’s chambers. Despite the public furor over Michael
Brennan didn’t seem to mind. He was still the most easygoing of
and he never tried to dictate the personal thoughts or lives
; clerks.
Bazelon was well connected to Washington’s power structure. His
included leading developer Charles Smith and wealthy liquor
dealer Milton Kronheim, Sr. He often shared a box at the Washington
Redskins games with President Johnson and then-Redskins owner Edward Bennett Williams. Bazelon was not above ensuring the success of
his opinions on appeal by befriending new justices on the Court, and
that is exactly "what happened with Bill Brennan. Although Marjorie
did not, Brennan enjoyed the excitement of sitting with the president
at the football games. He accepted Bazelon’s invitation to become a
partner in several business deals. Eventually he found himself joining
Bazelon for lunch at least twice a week at an obscure private dining
room known as Mr, K’s, which was, in reality, the cafeteria for Kronheim’s liquor company employees. Bazelon would often send for Brennan in a chauffeured Mercedes limousine. Frequently Douglas, the
liberals’ most beloved icon, would join them.
On the walls of the dining room were rows of pictures of the regulars who ate there--Brennan, Douglas, Americans for Democratic Action founder Joseph Rauh, New York senator Jacob Javit.s, and other
unabashed members of Washington’s liberal community.
Brennan had come to enjoy the company of Bazelon and his other
friends. Every Sunday morning, for example, Brennan and Bazelon
jogged, though witnesses said it was more like a fast walk, around the
Kennedy Center. As Brennan described the sessions, Bazelon took the
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opportunity to agonize about the awesome responsibility of judging.
There was no doubt that Bazelon’s commitment to a liberal judicial
agenda moved Brennan beyond a place that even Black had imagined.
In reflecting later on those jogs with Bazelon, Brennan said, "It is not
happenstance that his worries focus p~ima~rily upon the fate of the indigent or member of a deprived minority, for each is the primary victim
of the legal s~}stem. His work above any other’s has pointed the way to
the cure."
But the relationship was not without risks. Bazelon had talked Brennan into investing in some real’estate partnerships. When Johnson was
in power, the arrangement had seemed harmless. But now that the
Court was facing a hostile White House and Justice Department, some
began questioning the legitimacy of a Supreme Court justice having a
bus iness relationship with a lower-court judge whose opinions he would
consider. Thus when Nixon and his new chief justice took over, the
anxiety level in the Brennan and Douglas chambers rose dramatically.
On March 10, 1969, the high court had issued a ruling in a case called
Alder;nan v. United States. It was one of some twenty cases in which
the defendants were hoping to void government prosecution with
claims that the Justice Department had taped their conversations. Several of the Alderman cases involved espionage. Despite that, Justice Byron White ruled that the government had to turn over any transcripts
of tape-recorded conversations.
On Wednesday, March 12, Brennan’s secretary, Mary Fowler, received a call from a Justice Department officer stating that Jack Lain
dau, of the Information Office of the Department of Justice,
like to speak with Brennan. Brennan had known Landau since
when as a correspondent for Newhonse newspapers he had
Brennan for the justice’s tenth anniversary on the Court.
¯
one of the
’s Decade," was
entitled "The Law: Jusnce Brennan
even came close to recognizing the role Brennan had played
Warren Court revolution.
They apparently hit it off on a personal level as well. Fol
spring of 1967, Landau, unaware of Brennan’s black-sheep
alma mater, asked Brennan to write him a letter of re
for a Nieman Fellowship at Harvard, the most prized university
ship a journalist can win. Brennan was luckier for Landau than
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cause, and the cause is to give the Court as much trouble as possible."
Although ridiculed in the press and by several of his brethren as paranoid at the time, Douglas was proved to be right. It was, indeed, the
beginning of a long and partially successful campaign to destroy the
independence of the Court.
Although Fortas had been determined to remain on the Court, despite
his rebuff as chief justice, the Nixon administration had other ideas.
On May 4, 1969, in a story that had almost certainly been leaked by
the administration, Life magazine published an article detailing Justice
Fortas’s financial arrangement with an organization called the Wolfson
Foundation. Louis Wolfson had been a friend and former client of Fortas’s who had previously been under investigation by the Securities and
Exchange Commission. It was revealed that Fortas had agreed to serve
as a ’!consultant" to the foundation and accepted a fee of $20,000 in
January 1966.
Following publication of the article, Attorney General John
Mitchell himself paid a visit to the office of Earl Warren to give firsthand confirmation that the Life article was correct. By Saturday, May
10, Fortas was distraught over the situation. But it was a sign of the
times that when he called Black at eight o’clock in the morning, the
senior justice told Fortas it was too dangerous to talk over the telephone. Black’s advice was not soothing. He told Fortas that he had to
resign for the good of the Court.
The Monday papers brought revelations of more questionable financial dealings by Fortas. By Wednesday, May 15, after a series of tense
conferences among the brethren, Fortas announced his resignation.
The hope among the remaining justices was that the heat was off.
Justice Brennan had been strangely silent and remote during th~
sessions on Fortas. His wife, Marjorie, hfid been diagnosed with throat
cancer. Since he had gotten the word, it had been difficult for Brennan
to be his usual jovial self. And unbeknownst to the others, Brennan
was more than just a court brother of the now tainted F6rtas; he was
his partner in several business deals. It didn’t take tong, less than an afternoon, for conservative opponents of the Court to redirect the jr aim
from the fallen Fortas to Brennan.
On the floor of the House, Louisiana congressman John Rarick took
the floor. "It is with mixed emotions that I receive the announcement
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that Justice Fortas has resigned," he declared. "I say mixed emotions
because we have only one out that others should resign for similar
reasons .... Apparently members of the high court have entangled
themselves into holding partnerships in land companies for tax loophole benefits and for identity concealing fronts. A form of judicial investment conglomerate .... Little wonder urban renewal and model
cities programs find favor under color of the law, in the eyes of some
members of the judiciary.., some judges are not entirely disinterested."
Such comments could be dismissed if they had only come from extremists like Rarick. But even mainstream papers like the Minneapolis
Tribune were singing the same song: "The issue is what Fortas did, all
right, but several of his brethren could well afford to spend a few sleepless nights wondering if what they have been doing equally offends the
principle of detached noninvolvement."
Then Rarick inserted into the Congressional Record the public documents showing a potentially embarrassing web of Brennan real estate
partnerships, held with several lower-court judges and some major
Washington real estate developers. Declared Rarick: "Is it not conceivable that the Fortas resignation is intended only to frustrate further inquiry? We have the responsibility to our people not to permit ourselves
to be pacified by the departure of one Abe Fortas when there remain on the federal judiciary others whose similar interests damage
the solemnity of the judiciary.
"If corruption in the federal judiciary exceeds one member, it is no
less corrupt by losing one of several corrupting influences."
Making matters worse, at virtually the same time, a Catholic University law professor, William Roberts, had filed a petition in the
Supreme Court asking that Brennan be disqualified from hearing any
case in which his friend and business partner David Bazelon had ruled
as a member of the District of Columbia Court of Appeals.
Roberts, who had flied a motion in the appeals court to block dissolution of an institute that he directed at Catholic University, argued
that as a partner with Bazelon in a Virginia apartment complex, Brennan should not be sitting in judgment of opinions written by Bazelon
or another real estate partner, J. Skelley Wright, also a federal judge. It
was exactly the type of attack Brennan most feared, for it was the one
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which he was most vulnerable. He had suffered a lapse in judgment
agreeing to the deal and the situation now had the potential for
of embarrassment. Roberts’s motion was quickly dismissed by
in the case, but Brennan worried that it could be the start of
each one serving to embarrass him,
~eck at him until he too had to resign.
was under fire as usual, this time for a financial arrangeient with the Parvin Foundation. By nature Douglas was the most
we member of the Court, while Brennan tended to tactical reglas had hired one of the nation’s top lawyers, Simon
to take his case. On May 24, he wrote his sister: "The word
.. went out from the High Command that the first three to go
ld be Abe Fortas, the second myself and the third Brennan. I am
sorry that Abe resigned. But I don’t lie awake nights as there is nothing to worry about. There is nothing I have done of which I am
ashamed, which I would not do again, or which is illegal or unethical."
Douglas and Rifkind beat the charges of financial impropriety. But the
attempts to undermine the integrity of the Court and make it vulnerable to ethical assaults from the Right continued.
Almost from the day in 1957 when Brennan was confirmed on the
Court, the federal government had been engaged in a long-running
battle with E1 Paso Natural Gas Company, one of the West’s largest
suppliers of natural gas. The federal complaint against El Paso was
spurred by the company’s purchase of its own competitor in the California market, the Pacific Northwest Pipeline Corporation. Indeed,
lawyers for E1 Paso had looked on with horror at Justice Brennan’s rulings in the Du Pont-General Motors cases. A determination by E1
Paso officials was made that the case would be won not by legal but by
political means. That was possible because E1 Paso had hired Richard
Nixon’s and John Mitchell’s former la~ firm, Mudge, Rose, Guthrie &
Alexander, as its counsel.
In 1964, when the Democrats still controlled the White, House, the
Supreme Court ordered a partial breakup of E1 Paso, as well as the creation of at least one other cohapany that would put competition back
into the California market. As the Court itself described the action:
"That mandate in the context of the opinion plainly meant that Pa-
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of California was a great in.court politician. But Warren, unfor¯
iately, d,dn’t have the legal mechanics that a career lawyer and
’e like Brennan could employ. Warren could find a result and atpersuade others that it was fair, but when it came to putting
down on paper, he often had noidea of what to say. arly~
member of the Warren Court in the late 1950s and e
i Brennan had been the worker bee in a field of giant egos. Now,
Earl Warren retired, he became not just the conciliator and inside
protector of the liberal flame. His clerks, who idolized
the attention and access he gave them, operated both as intel~eratives and as point men for the Brennan political agenda.
clerk familiarized himself with the clerks of the other justices and
copied
Brennan’swho
habit
of wining
and dining
the opposition.
Even elevator operators
might
have heard
something
were cultivated
as
of
posstble sources. Their reports back to the boss took the form
what kind of thinking or language might be able to seduce Justice Powell or Blackmun.
When Brennan was asked once if he "lobbied" the other justices, he
replied that he didn’t have to, his clerks did it for him. Increasingly it
was Judge Bazelon who was supplying Brennan’s clerks. And while
Brennan had taken personal precautions such as selling his stock and
calling a moratorium on public statements, he didn’t object to those
clerks lining the walls of their offices with antiwar and anti-Ni~
posters.
Until 1970,Brennan’s "liberalism" had taken the form of ensuring an
individual;s rights against those of the state. It had always been presumed, as Black had taught Brennan, that the c,t,zen rights against
the federal government were protected without question. Not even a
justice as "conservative" as Felix Frankfurter had ever questioned that
the guarantees against unlawful search or double jeopardy applied to
federal prosecutions. The question that had divided the Court so
sharply had always been: Does the Bill of Rights apply to the state
criminal laws? Black and Brennan had always believed that the Constitution guaranteed all those rights to American citizens and that
state legislatures could not abridge them.
But if Black could not find explicit support in the Constitution for
a proposition, he would not support it. That led him to his absolute
view that all speech, even pornographic speech, was protected. The
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nhis depression and self.imposed exile from social functions during
illness, Brennan had spent the years in study. If he was never

scholar that Freund and Frankfurter would have liked, he had bein the
easy chair of
his home,just
a scholar.
But with
Marjorie
buried
at Arlington
Cemetery,
yards from
the grave
of Oliver
Holmes, it was time to begin a new life. Three months after
eath, Bill asked his longtime secretary, seventy-year-old Mary
if she would marry him, just as Hugo Black had married his

Elizabeth, after the death of his first wife, Josephine. The
community was in a state of shock. Brennan’s relationship with
had always seemed most proper. Few who knew Brennan could
e~ remotely conceive of them as a married couple, but that’s the way
would be. Mary agreed, and in March 1983, the couple was married
by Brennan’s best friend, Judge David Bazelon. Brennan sheepishly notified the brethren by memo of the wedding:
"Mary Fowler and I were
~
Ja" With that, Mary remarried yesterday and we have gone to tsermuu ¯
signed from the Court. They then departed for the honeymoon trip,
careful to return before the end of the Court’s two-week recess.
On their return, the Brennans moved into a $210,000 condominium
across the river in Virginia. Ironically, it would turn out, the apartment
was owned by Washington, D.C., developer Charles Smith, whose real
estate partnerships Brennan had withdrawn from seventeen years earlier, Later, after Brennan left the Court, Smith gave Brennan the
condo, forgiving $120,000 of their $170,400 mortgage. In a note on the
transaction to the Judicial Ethics Office, Brennan swore that "at no
time since I have lived at the condominium did Mr. Smith or any of his
companies have any matters before the Court or that were affected by
Court decisions. The gifts reflected only the affection and generosity
of a dear friend."
The marriage marked the end of Brennan’s blue period. Almost immediately, his friends saw a changed, revivified man, anxious once
again to do battle.

